Taurus - 2011
General :This New Year 2011 starts for you with good news. Some of the Taurus zodiac sign born can expect a
promotion or betterment could come as a gift. You'll be able to earn much this year. Long trips will be
less while short journeys could be many. HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer predicts that new
contacts will be made which will prove to be useful throughout the year 2011. Taurus sun sign born
would display courageous behavior at the right time. Astrologer says that ego problems might creep in
with your friend or relatives. Most of your ambitious plans are likely to be executed. Your image will
enhance and a new glow would shine. HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer reminds that some of
your plans may not give desired results due to unavoidable circumstances and also enemies and
rivals will try to overpower you. The astrologer predicts that it will be a good time for the students for
they may succeed in any competition and contest. Taurus zodiac sign born are likely to be a little selfcentered. You will do something spectacular to add to your position and awe. You would remain much
healthy and enthusiastically devoted to your work.
Love and Relationships :Love is the essential part of life of the Taurus sun sign born. The HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS
Astrologer predicts that the year 2011 is a great year for developing friendships and put
companionship and emotional compatibility before sexual chemistry. Taurus zodiac sign born will
have more stability and less trouble in their love and sex life. Those already in a relationship should
still enjoy the intimate side of your relationship. Taurus sun sign born’s family members might oppose
decision of remarriage or a new relationship. A cautious approach will benefit you on the love front.
HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer suggests that if a down-to-earth approach is kept in romance
it is likely to bring successful results. Try to change your behavior to maintain harmony in the
relationship. You must share with your partner all your inner feelings and desire for seeking spiritual
enlightenment. Astrologer predicts that there are some chances to have misunderstandings with your
partner, it might surface during July and September. Therefore, try to handle your relationship with
love and care. Remember every person couldn't be your friend, so better judge accordingly.
Extremely supportive partner would help in withering away your troubles. Taurus zodiac sign born are
advised to avoid confrontation with partner at romantic front. In the month of September and
December emotionally you will not be very stable, therefore be cautious how you behave and say
things in front of others. If you are in falling in deep love with your friend then there will be good
chance to marry him/her in the month of October and November. If Taurus sun sign born are not
happy in their personal life, then problems may seem especially pressing at this time. So try to care
your partner in this year 2011

Work/Profession, Career/Business :HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer predicts that this year Taurus should be a very favorable time
for you to make positive changes in your life and take risks. Taurus sun sign born may find the heat a
bit too much to handle at work, but you should not let it bother you or keep you down because with
your stable thought process you would be able to overcome your problems. The hard efforts will give
you good results in the end. This year 2011 promises to be a period of personal growth and
opportunities. Your cherished desires will be fulfilled bring you prosperity fame and good income or
profits. HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer predicts Money and fame would come along with the
new position as well. In the month of April 2011 to May 2011 pending legal battle ends on a
compromise thus saving a lot of money and legal formalities. For success you will have to be actionoriented and prepare yourself to face any kind of challenges. Patience is the key word as if you would
lose patience you may not get the desired results. Taurus zodiac sign born will have opportunities to
branch out and embrace new experiences, people and possibilities now. You can expect wonderful
results in your career. Possibility of gaining promotions or new work opportunities, if looking for some
overseas opportunities there is a possibility that you may get such chances. A new qualification or skill

promises to enhance employability. HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer advices do not indulge
yourself deeply in speculation based on Humours. Put your energy into self-improvement projects that
would make a better you. The month of September to November 2011 for the Taurus zodiac sign born
shall be perfect time to purchase items that would grow in value. You would get success in
examinations or promotion or increased recognition in occupation. You would get some new
opportunity for gaining some unexpected income by joint venture and your senior will be happy with
your
efforts.

Family and social Life :The Family and social life for Taurus zodiac sign born people will bring many positive life thought-out
the year. You will succeed in reassessing your strengths and weaknesses. Your enthusiasm and
inspired interactions will naturally have a positive impact on socializing and your popularity.
HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer says community social events and fellowship would be very
rewarding this year (2011) for the Taurus sun sign born. It is a good year for social activities and for
getting in touch with friends. It is a also a good time to stand back and give your children more
freedom and independence.
Health :HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer says this year your health would need your little attention.
Taurus zodiac sign born should therefore make efforts to get rid of this completely. Fitness freaks may
join a gym to attain a robust physique. You will discover the benefits of natural alternative for
achieving good health and will adopt a few. Chances of kicking some bad habit are seen in planets for
some. There are chances that your physical problems could come in the way thus depriving you from
the opportunity. HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer advices you to keep yourself physically fit to
succeed in your efforts. The good news is that you will try to learn the healing power on realizing that
it is a composite process that comes from within and rejuvenated the whole body. Taurus zodiac sign
born, cholesterol patients need to make some physical efforts to bring it down. Natural therapies, like
Reiki and meditation benefit and bring positivity to life.
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